Worldwide, governments and industry are seeking methods of generating “clean electricity” in the face of global warming. Nuclear power - like wind, hydro and solar energy - can generate electricity with no carbon dioxide or other greenhouse gas emissions. The critical difference is that nuclear energy is the only proven option with the capacity to produce vastly expanded supplies of clean electricity on a global scale.

Energy Fuels Resources Corporation (Energy Fuels) is a uranium mining company with offices in Naturita, Colorado, Lakewood, Colorado, and Kanab, Utah, and uranium properties throughout the Western United States, including Colorado, Utah, Arizona and Wyoming.

Energy Fuels is committed to being a successful uranium producer and, to ensure its long-term success, Energy Fuels is developing the first new uranium mill, the Piñon Ridge Mill, to be constructed in the United States in 30 years.

Energy Fuels, through its experienced personnel, property position and the Piñon Ridge Mill, will be a key player in the growing uranium production industry.
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